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H

igh-accuracy localization is a fundamental capability that is essential for autonomous reliable operation in numerous applications,
including autonomous driving, monitoring of an environmental
phenomena, mapping, and tracking. The problem can be formulated as inference over the robot’s state and possibly additional
variables of interest based on incoming sensor measurements and a priori
information, if such information exists. Moreover, in numerous applications,
this inference problem has to be solved in real time, thus requiring computationally efficient inference methods.
Localization approaches often consider the existence of absolute information
from which the robot state can be determined. For example, numerous navigation algorithms rely on the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) signal
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Overview of Graph-Based Simultaneous Localization and Mapping Algorithms
imultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is a fundap fullSLAM (X, L Z ) = p (x 0) % ;p (u i, i - 1 x i, x i - 1) %

S

mental problem in robotics, consisting of robot (or sensor)
localization while operating in environments that are partially or
completely unknown, uncertain, or dynamically changing. As
the robot moves, it observes the surrounding environment with
its onboard sensors (for example, cameras or range sensors).
Given these observations, the general concept is to concurrently estimate a map, representing the observed environment,
while at the same time to also infer robot pose with respect to
that map.
SLAM approaches can be classified into two types, pose
SLAM and full SLAM, which differ in the variables to be inferred
and in the way constraints are formulated. More specifically,
the pose SLAM approach can be probabilistically formulated as
p poseSLAM (X Z ) = p (x 0) % p (u i, j x i, x j), (S1)
i, j

where p (x 0) is the prior on the initial state x 0 and the term
p (u i, j x i, x j) represents a nonlinear constraint involving the robot states x i and x j, and a relative motion between these two
states u i, j. In the context of pose SLAM, the latter typically represents the relative motion calculated from raw observations z i
and z j acquired at time instances t i and t j. For example, z i and
z j can be laser scan observations, as considered in this article.
It is important to note that the calculation of u i, j from z i and z j
is done by an external process that is often treated as a black
box (for example, ICP or image-based motion estimation).
The probabilistic formulation for full SLAM differs from (S1)
and is

that, together with additional sensors such as wheel odometry
or inertial sensors, can be used in real time for calculating the
navigation solution. Unfortunately, many scenarios exist
where the GNSS is either unavailable or unreliable or where
the obtained accuracy is insufficient. Indoor and urban navigation is one representative case for such scenarios.
Alternatively, localization approaches typically assume
the map of the environment in which the robot has to operate is known a priori. Given such a map, it is possible to localize the robot by associating incoming sensor observations
(for example from a laser range sensor or a camera) with the
appropriate region in the map.
Yet, it is often the case that the robot has to operate in
unknown, uncertain, or dynamically changing environments. In these scenarios, the map is thus either unavailable, only partially reliable, or has become partially obsolete
as a result of a change in the environment. For example,
numerous buildings collapsed in the Fukushima earthquake in 2011. The maps of these buildings, even if available, are of little use when sending robots for search and
rescue missions and should be updated on the fly as the
robots explore these environments.
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m ! Mi

p (z i, m x i, l m)E,

(S2)

where the set M i represents landmark indices observed at
time t i, and for each such index m, z i, m is the actual observation
(for example, image feature) and l m ! L is the corresponding
landmark. In both cases, the formulation also includes a motion
model p (u i, i - 1 x i, x i - 1) that can be expressed in terms of the kinematics model of the robot and controls or can be represented
instead by odometry, as is common in SLAM literature.
It is helpful to represent both inference problems using
graphical models, such as a factor graph [S1]. Formally, a factor graph is a bipartite graph G = (F, H, E) with two node types:
variable nodes i j ! H and factor nodes fi ! F. Edges e ij ! E
are always between factor and variable nodes.
Variable nodes in pose SLAM are robot poses X, while in full
SLAM these nodes represent both robot poses X and landmarks
L. Factor nodes represent the probabilistic terms in the corresponding formulations (S1) and (S2). It is therefore possible to
rewrite the pose SLAM formulation in (S1) in terms of factors as
p poseSLAM (X Z ) ? % fi (H i), (S3)
i

and full SLAM formulation in (S2) as
p fullSLAM (X, L Z ) ? % fil (H i). (S4)
i

The factor graphs represented by these two equations are illustrated in a simple example in Figure S1. Observe that since

Therefore, without reliable sources of absolute information (such as a GNSS signal or an a priori known valid
map), solving the localization problem also requires mapping the environment in which the robot is to operate. This
problem, known as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), has been extensively investigated by the robotics research community in the past two decades.
“Overview of Graph-Based Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping Algorithms” provides an overview of the state-ofthe-art approaches in SLAM.
Collaboration between multiple robots can yield higher levels of performance and is a key capability in multirobot autonomous systems that is of interest in a variety
of problem domains, including surveillance, tracking,
localization, mapping, and SLAM. Cooperatively inferring variables of interest, such as robot trajectories, observed objects, and tracked targets, results in higher
levels of accuracy, flexibility, and robustness to failure.
An illustrative example of multirobot inference is the experiment with autonomous flying vehicles shown in Figure 1. Robot trajectories and environment map are
inferred in this example.

the underlying constraints in pose SLAM and full SLAM are different, different notations for factors are used. In the figure, the
nodes x i and l j represent, respectively, robot state from time t i
and the j th landmark. Edges with different colors represent the
different nonlinear constraints encoded by factors fi (and fil) in
the original probabilistic formulations in (S1) and (S2).
A conceptual difference between the two formulations can
be observed from Figure S1 and from (S1) and (S2). First,
pose SLAM approaches only infer the robot past and current
poses; on the other hand, full SLAM approaches also infer the
landmarks L (representing the map). Second, full SLAM formulations typically use raw sensor observations (for example,
image or range observations), while pose SLAM approaches
first resort to black-box algorithms that calculate relative motion
from the raw observations and then formulate corresponding
constraints using the calculated motion. Because of the latter,
pose SLAM does not correspond exactly to marginalization of
landmarks in the general case
p poseSLAM (X Z ) ! p (X Z ) /

# p fullSLAM (X, L

Z ) dL. (S5)

Recently, accurate and computationally efficient approaches have been developed to solve the above inference
problems. For example, to recover the MAP estimate for
pose SLAM
X ) = arg max p poseSLAM (X Z ). (S6)
X

These approaches typically perform nonlinear iterative optimization while exploiting the sparsity of the involved matrices,

To facilitate cooperative inference, it is essential to establish a common reference frame and environment map between the robots so that robots can communicate relevant
information with each other and correctly interpret that
information for their needs. Only a few attempts have been
made to simultaneously determine a common reference
frame and resolve data association between sensor observations (for example, images or laser scans) acquired by
different robots. Here, data association refers to determining whether different observations describe the same
scene, where the scene is everything in the perceptual field
of view of the robot (which varies based on the robot’s sensors). For example, the scene could be the visual representation of the environment if the robot has a camera or the
structure of the environment if the robot is equipped with
a laser scanner.
Solving these two coupled problems is important because
it enables the robots, which are scattered in a complex, initially unknown environment, to establish collaboration
without requiring any prior knowledge or infrastructure.
For example, starting from some arbitrary guess as to where
each robot is and by sharing observations from onboard sen-
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Figure S1 A factor graph representation of (a) full SLAM and
(b) pose SLAM.

which can be naturally represented by a factor graph. For further details, the reader is referred to [S2] and [45].
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sors, each robot can infer the trajectories of other robots in
the group and, as a result, perform map merging.
Data association is a key challenge that shares some
similarities with loop-closure detection in the single-robot
case. Incorrect data association can lead to catastrophic deterioration in performance and must be avoided at all costs;
the robotics community has been indeed very active in the
last two years in developing robust graph-optimization
techniques [1]–[5] to address this crucial aspect.
Multirobot data association has become an active research area as well [6]–[9], with the same sensitivity to incorrect correspondences as in the single-robot case. Multirobot
data association, however, becomes more complicated when
initial relative poses (positions and orientations) between
the robots are unknown. An example is shown in Figure 2.
Without a common reference frame, the robots must decide
what information to share with each other. Calculated multirobot constraints based on this shared information can be
used to distinguish false positives from correct correspondences between poses of multiple robots. Achieving these
goals requires reasoning about multirobot data association
and initial relative poses concurrently.
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Figure 1 An example of multirobot inference. (a) Three quadrotors (yellow circles) cooperatively generating a map of the environment. (b) The output trajectories of three robots and the
environment map of data set D4.

This article develops a distributed and incremental multirobot approach that allows a group of robots to concurrently establish a common reference frame and resolve
multirobot data association on the fly. Furthermore, a probabilistic approach for estimating the positions of multiple
robots is discussed.
The approach is based on the key observation that by
analyzing the distribution of multirobot relative pose constraints [illustrated in Figure 3(b)], it is possible to estimate
the transformation between the robot reference frames and
identify the correct data association. Constraints on the poses between robots are formed by sharing and determining
correspondences between sensor observations from different robots. The distribution of pose constraints generated in
this fashion usually contains one cluster of correspondences
for the correct transformation between robots and is scattered for outlier correspondences. However, sometimes perceptual aliasing, meaning cases in which two or more places
44 IEEE CONTROL SYSTEMS MAGAZINE
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Figure 2 Multirobot candidate correspondences F r between (a)
red and blue and (b) green and blue robots in the real-world data
set D1. Since a common reference frame is not yet established,
robot initial poses are set to arbitrary values.

are perceived as the same by the robot, can lead to multiple
clusters corresponding to the correct transformation. For example, perceptual aliasing occurs when two identical corridors in the building lead to nearly identical sensor
measurements. Perceptual aliasing introduces further complications, which are addressed by the approach presented
in this article. Based on this insight, an expectation maximization (EM) [10] approach is developed to efficiently perform
this inference by each of the robots independently, starting
from several initial guesses and resulting in different locally
optimal solutions.
Choosing the correct solution is a key challenge, since a
wrong decision adds outliers to the graph optimization, and
is particularly important when information is received incrementally, which is the case for the real-time operation in
real autonomous robotic systems; in this case, a judgement
must be made as to whether a sufficient amount of information has been received to perform this decision reliably.
Furthermore, perceptual aliasing presents additional challenges. Matching sensor observations from two different but
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Figure 3 Measurement aliasing in data set D3. (a) shows the multirobot correspondences F r found between the red robot and blue
robot. Each correspondence is shown as gray line. (b) shows the calculated relative poses. Four clusters are marked by red circles and
numbered from 1–4. One relative pose is generated per correspondence between two robots. Arrows indicate transformations from one
robot to another, where each arrow’s direction refers to a rotation and its origin refers to a translation. Cluster 1 represents the correct
relative-pose transformation, and 2–4 are formed as a result of measurement aliasing. (c)–(f) show the aligned trajectories of red and
blue robots of clusters 1–4, and the black lines show the correspondences in the cluster. (c) represents the correct transformation, and
(d)–(f) are incorrect.

similar environments (such as two corridors) often results in
reliable and consistent transformations that erroneously indicate the two environments are the same. These incorrect correspondences (referred to as outliers), and the correct correspondences (referred to as inliers) also form clusters of transformations
between robots (see, for example, clusters 2–4 in Figure 3) that
compete with the inliers cluster, leading to the problem of
choosing the right cluster among several candidates.
This challenging problem is framed within a model-selection framework [11], to develop a probabilistically sound
approach for selecting the most probable cluster. Moreover,
the question of whether there is a correct cluster given the
information available to each robot thus far is discussed,
since the robots might not have observed the same environment yet. This problem is approached by modeling the
prior probability for each cluster using the Chinese restaurant process (CRP) [12], [13]; see “Chinese Restaurant Process” for a brief overview.
Finally, this article considers challenges involved in operation in large-scale environments, where, due to drift accumulating in estimated robot poses, correctly identifying
inlier multirobot constraints becomes even more difficult.

To address this problem, a basic modification of the EM approach is described that performs well in practice in these
challenging scenarios.
This article makes the following contributions: 1) the
development of a new EM-based approach to determine
initial relative poses and multirobot data association within an incremental distributed framework; 2) the development of a model-selection approach for identifying the
correct solution among several candidates; in particular,
this approach uses the CRP to cope with potential perceptual aliasing and to account for the possibility there is no
correct solution given information obtained thus far; and
3) extensive evaluation in real-world multirobot experiments both in indoor and outdoor environments. In addition, an extension of the EM-based approach to large-scale
scenarios, where robot trajectories develop significant
drift, is suggested.
This article is an extension of [9] and [14]–[16]. An EMbased approach to solve the multirobot SLAM problem was
first developed in [9], considering a centralized batch framework and without accounting for perceptual aliasing and
the additional complexities of an incremental distributed
april 2016
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Chinese Restaurant Process

A

ccording to the Chinese restaurant process (CRP), the
probability of observing a new place, after previously observing n unique places, is

Based on (S7), it is straightforward to show [43] that, given
n observations, the probability of observing n unique places
can be written as

a
, (S7)
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Figure S2(b) illustrates this probability as a function of n and
for different values of a. This probability decreases with n for a
given a, corresponding to the above assumption that observing
only new places becomes less likely as the robot makes more
observations.

Probability

Probability

where a is a concentration parameter. This parameter defines
the extent to which repeated observations of the same place
take place; a larger a corresponds to higher probability of observing a new place. See Figure S2(a), which describes the
evolution of the probability in (S7) as a function of n and a. The
probability decreases with n for a given a.
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Figure S2 (a) The probability of observing a new place given n observations (b) the probability of observing n unique places
given n observations.

problem setup. The approach was then extended to incremental and distributed configuration with real-time implementation [14], [16]. Several experimental techniques such as
subsampling using autocovariance were also investigated
in [15] to improve computational efficiency. A preliminary
version of the current article appeared also in [14], which
outlined the approach to cope with perceptual aliasing in a
distributed incremental framework considered herein.
This article proceeds as follows. First, related work is
discussed, and a high-level overview of the developed approach is provided. Next, the considered problem is formulated, and the EM-based framework to simultaneously
infer initial relative poses and multirobot data association
is introduced. The following section then focuses on hypothesis-model-based selection, which is an essential component to facilitate incremental operation in (potentially)
perceptually aliased unknown environments. An analysis
of computational complexity is then provided, followed by
an extensive performance evaluation. Finally, approach
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limitations are discussed and suggestions for possible future research directions are provided.

Related Work
Distributed cooperative localization and multirobot SLAM
has been extensively studied over the last decade. Many of
these research efforts, which can be classified into full
SLAM [17]–[20] and pose SLAM [18], [21]–[25] approaches,
assume that the initial relative poses between the robots
are known and multirobot data association has been externally established. “Overview of Graph-Based Simultaneous Localization and Mapping Algorithms” provides an
overview on graph-based SLAM algorithms and discusses
the differences between pose and full SLAM formulations.
Several approaches have been developed to operate
when the initial relative poses between the robots are unknown, assuming that perfect multirobot data association
is given. These approaches, including [26]–[28], often use
direct relative-pose measurements between the robots and

assume the identity of the observed robots is known. Relaxing this assumption has been investigated in [29]. Multirobot pose SLAM using indirect relative-pose constraints,
corresponding to different robots observing the same environment, has been mainly researched under the assumption of perfect data association and an established common
reference frame between the robots [30], [21], [23], [24].
Determining data association is often treated as a preprocessing step separate from inference over the robot
states. In [6], an approach for distributed data association
was developed based on random sample consensus
(RANSAC) [31], and further a distributed framework computing global correspondences by identifying inconsistent
data association is developed [7]. While these approaches
do not require a common reference frame between the robots, they operate within the full SLAM paradigm, explicitly performing inference also over the observed structure
(for example, three-dimensional points or objects) in addition to robot states.
In contrast, the following approach is formulated in the
pose SLAM framework, which has computational advantages over full SLAM. Consistency-based outlier rejection
has also been developed for multirobot pose SLAM [8] assuming direct relative-pose measurements, still assuming
a common reference frame between the robots is known.
Another related line of research is multirobot map
merging [32]–[34], where the aim is to integrate maps produced by different robots, typically without assuming a
known common reference frame between the robots. For
example, a topological approach that merges maps is developed in [34] by using a probabilistic generalized Voronoi
diagram representation that accounts for the confidence
levels (uncertainties) of different areas in the local maps.
However, map-merging approaches do not typically reason
about potential outliers in multirobot data association and
have not been investigated, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, in an incremental framework.
To be resilient to outliers overlooked by data-association
approaches, the robotics community has been focusing on
robust graph-optimization techniques [1]–[5], including the
application of EM [10] for the single-robot case [4]. These
new approaches, in particular, aim to be robust to loopclosure outliers since current state-of-the-art methods for
generating loop-closure constraints (for example, FABMAP [35] place recognition) are not error free. However,
the majority of robust graph-optimization approaches are
developed for the single-robot case. In contrast, this article
focuses on a multirobot distributed and incremental problem formulation. The incremental component introduces
additional challenges, such as determining whether sufficient data has been accumulated for resolving multirobot
data association, in particular, in the presence of perceptual aliasing. It is also noted that since, initially, the robots do
not have a common reference frame established, the dataassociation problem is in particular challenging.

Table 1 The main notations used throughout the article.
Symbol

Description

R

Number of robots

R

Set of all robots: R 0 " 1, f, R ,

x

r
i

Pose of robot r at time t i

Xr

Trajectory (in terms of poses) of robot r: {x ir}

XR

Trajectories of all robots in the group: , Rr = 1 X r

Xr

Variables inferred by robot r: X r and additional
variables of interest (for example, trajectories of
other robots)

r, r l

u l, ll

Multirobot constraint calculated from raw
l
observations z lr and z lrl

z ir

Raw sensor observation (for example, a laser
scan) obtained by robot r at time t i

Zr

Local observations of robot r

ZR
Z

r

FR
Fr
r, r l

Observations of all the robots in the group
Observations available to robot r: Local
observations Z r and observations shared by
other robots
Set of multirobot correspondences {^r, r l, l, l lh}

Set of multirobot correspondences {^r, r l, l, l lh}
available to robot r

j l, ll

Binary variable, models whether the
correspondence (r, r l, l, l l ) is inlier or outlier

Jr

Set of all binary variables j l, ll that correspond to
correspondences F r

T rlr

Transformation between the reference frames of
robots r and rl

h

Hypothesis, defined in terms of inliers I and
outliers O such that I , O = J r

H

Set of all hypotheses

r, r l

Approach Overview
The approach considers a group of R robots deployed to collaboratively operate in an unknown environment, initially
unaware of each other. The objective is for each robot r to
estimate its own trajectory X r (current and past poses) and
additional variables of interest, such as the trajectories of
other robots, in a distributed incremental framework. Such a
capability is important for multirobot cooperation in numerous applications; additionally, it allows the robots to extend
their sensing horizon and establish a common environment
map, observed so far by the entire group. Although the common map is not explicitly inferred, it can be always recovered from the estimated poses and sensor observations [36].
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The main notational conventions used in this article are
summarized in Table 1. Superscripts and subscripts denote,
respectively, a robot’s identity and time indices. For example, x ri represents the pose of robot r at time t i .
In a centralized problem setting, this problem corresponds
to calculating the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate

t = arg max p^X R Z R h, (1)
X
R

XR

where R 0 " 1, f, R ,, and X R 0 , Rr = 1 X r and Z R represent
the poses and the sensor observations of all the robots in
the group. Here, X r represents the trajectory of robot r in
terms of past and current poses.
The robots are assumed to share sensor observations of
different parts of the environment with each other, which,
given data association, can be used to formulate constraints
between appropriate poses of different robots. These constraints become part of the underlying graph structure of
p ^X R Z R h and are essential for facilitating collaboration
between the robots.
r, rl
Each such constraint u l, ll can involve two poses x rl and
rl
x ll of two different robots r and rl at (potentially) different
time instances represented by the indices l and ll. Denoting
by F R the multirobot correspondences ^r, rl, l, llh between
all robots in the group, and letting Z r represent the local
observations of each robot r, Z R in (1) is
r, r
Z R 0 , Rr = 1 Z r , " u l, ll ^r, rl, l, llh ! F r ,. (2)
l

Assuming a common reference frame is known, the robots
can identify and share with each other only observations
of areas that are likely to be observed by other robots.
However, without a common reference frame, it is not obvious what information the robots must communicate
with each other since each robot r represents its trajectory
X r in its own local frame. Consequently, data association
becomes much more challenging because of the high number of outlier correspondences, and the problem becomes
is coupled with establishing a common reference frame
between the robots.
A distributed setting further complicates this problem,
since each robot r has only access to Z r 3 Z R, composed of
its own observations and observations shared by other robots. Letting X r 3 X R represent the trajectory of robot r
and additional variables of interest, in this case, the appropriate trajectories of other robots (as defined below), the
inference solved by each robot r is

t = arg max p^X r Z rh. (3)
X
r

Xr

An EM-based approach for solving this problem in an incremental and distributed setting with unknown multirobot data association and initial relative poses is described
below. Since this approach requires the initial relative poses to be first roughly determined, the first part of the ap48 IEEE CONTROL SYSTEMS MAGAZINE
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proach allows each robot to infer the initial relative poses
and multirobot data association simultaneously. Directly
solving the corresponding inference problem is computationally intractable because it involves introducing binary
latent variables to model whether each individual multirobot correspondence is inlier or outlier and jointly accounting for all the possible values each of these variables can
assume. In contrast, the developed EM approach enables
significant reduction in computational complexity. The information available to each robot in an incremental problem setting at a given time often supports several possible
solutions. The problem then turns into choosing the most
probable solution and identifying whether a sufficient
amount of information has been accumulated to make this
choice reliably. The problem of choosing the most probable
solution is particularly important in the incremental setting in the presence of measurement aliasing. A model selection-based paradigm is used to address this issue.
After the relative transformation between robots is computed, robot trajectories are inferred while continually using the incoming multirobot correspondences. Inlier
correspondences are incrementally accepted using an EM
approach. An extension is suggested to cope with significant trajectory drift by introducing modeling of pose uncertainty within EM.
Figure 4 shows a diagram of the approach. The input to
the algorithm is the set of sensor observations from the local
and remote sensors. Remote sensor observations are obtained by filtering and sharing observations subject to saliency and geometric criteria, such as the ability to rigidly
register the sensor measurement with itself under a perturbation (one measure of saliency) or distance between captures. Local and remote sensor observations are compared
and used to generate multirobot correspondences. Depending on whether the relative transformation is built or not,
the workflow is switched: If the relative transformation is
not determined, an EM optimization is performed from different initial guesses (for example, in Figure 3, four clusters
represent four initial guesses). Each EM optimization converges to a local minimum, and each minimum represents a
single hypothesis [in Figure 3, parts (c)–(f) represent four hypotheses, in which (c) is the correct one]. A model selection
framework is used to determine the correct hypothesis once
enough information is available. If the relative transformation has been determined already, EM optimization is performed using input correspondences. Identified inliers are
inserted into a pose graph that is optimized. The output of
the algorithm is the set of optimized poses and the identification of inlier and outlier correspondences.

Probabilistic Formulation
A Bayesian formulation is developed here for the inference
problem (3) to be solved by each robot r. The formulation begins with a probabilistic formulation for a single robot r and is
extended to a multirobot incremental distributed framework.

r, rl

Single-Robot Formulation
Denoting by Z r the available sensor observations from robot rls onboard sensors, the joint probability distribution
function (pdf) can be written as
p (X r Z r) ? p (x r0)

%

p (u rk, l x rk, x rl ), (4)

r

u k, l ! Z r

constraint u l, ll relating between the pose of robot r at time t l
and the pose of robot rl at time t ll. This constraint can represent both the direct measurement of one robot pose relative to
another robot and also the estimated relative pose based on
sensor observations of a common scene by two robots. In the
latter case, it is computed from the sensor observations of the
two robots z rl ! Z r and z rlll ! Z rl, which can represent, for example, laser scans or image observations.
Since a common reference frame between the robots is
unknown, an approach is required for information sharing. Each robot rl is assumed to share at each time t ll its
current sensor observation z rlll, if it is informative, and also

with p ^x r0 h being the prior on the initial pose x r0, and
x ri ! X r representing the robot pose at time step i, both expressed relative to some local reference frame.
The measurement likelihood term p (u rk, l x rk, x rl ) in (4) involves the relative-pose measurement u rk, l ! Z r. This measurement can be directly calculated
from vision or laser sensor observations
at the two time instances t k and t l or
can be obtained from odometry measurements. This measurement likeliLocal
Receive
Receive
hood term is therefore used to represent
Sensors
Measurements
Measurements
both sequential pair-wise and loop-closure constraints, depending on the involved time instances. Following a
Correspondences
standard assumption in SLAM commuGeneration
nity, this term is modeled as a Gaussian
p ^u ri -1, i x ri -1, x ri h
2
? exp ` - 1 u ri -1, i 6 h ^x ri -1, x ri h R j, (5)
2

No

where R is the measurement noise covariance, and h is a measurement model. In
the case where robot poses are expressed
in the same reference frame, this measurement model is h ^x ri - 1, x ri h 0 x ri - 1 6 x ri.
The notation 6 in a 6 b is used to express b locally in the frame of a. The
MAP estimate of the rth robot poses X r
using only local information is
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In a distributed incremental problem
setting, the inference problem to be
solved by each robot r is (3). Before proceeding with this inference problem,
however, an approach for sharing information between robots is discussed
for the case when a common reference
frame between the robots is unknown.
Considering a distributed setting,
the set of multirobot data association
available to robot r is denoted F r, with
each individual data association ^r, rl , l,
llh ! F r representing a relative-pose
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Figure 4 A diagram of the approach.
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l
tracks all these informative observations " z ril , over time.
Different methods can be used for quantifying the informativeness of a sensor observation. As discussed in detail
later, in this article the observation saliency is used as a
measure of informativeness; only highly salient observations are shared with other robots. Moreover, the observation saliency calculation and actual information sharing is
done at a fixed frequency or upon moving a sufficient distance (0.5 m in the current implementation).
Additionally, robot rl shares local observations from its
onboard sensors, which correspond to individual terms of
p ^X r Z rh in (4). Using that information it is possible for robot r to recover the poses of robot rl using (6). While the
amount of shared information may seem large, in practice
these measurements can be represented by a single relative-pose constraint with an appropriate covariance [37]. Of
course, if the robots only briefly interact, they might be capable of sharing only parts of their trajectories, instead of
p ^X r Z rh . In particular, this strategy would involve only
sharing the probability distributions over robot poses directly involved in the multirobot measurements, while
marginalizing out the rest of the variables. See [37] for further details and note that, while [37] considers a multirobot
full SLAM framework, a similar approach can be used for
the pose SLAM formulation in this article. A related approach was also described in [23] in the context of collaborative vision-aided navigation. While sharing only part of
the variables is supported in implementation, for simplicity
of the derivations to follow, the entire joint pdf p ^X rl Z rlh is
assumed to be shared by each robot rl. Following this simplification, the random variables X r that are inferred by
each robot r are

l
z rll with its own informative observations " z ri ,. Each such
r, rl
correct match u l, ll between z rlll and z rl ! " z ri , represents a
(relative-pose) constraint involving the poses x rlll and x rl ,
with l, ll# k where k is the current time index. Many of
these constraints are outliers. The set F r of multirobot data
association, which is available to robot r at time t k, includes
all such individual multirobot data associations up to time
t k, ^r, rl, l, llh ! F kr.
An example of the multirobot candidate correspondences set F r is shown in Figure 2. The figure illustrates the
candidate correspondences in F r between the blue robot
and other robots (green and red). Since the initial relative
poses between the robots are unknown, these transformations were set to arbitrary values.
Given the multirobot data association F r, and the apr, rl
propriate constraints u l, ll , the joint pdf p ^X r Z rh from (3)
can be expressed as

p ^X r Z rh ? % p ^X r Z rh

r

Communicating only local observations, or the corresponding marginal p ^X r Z rh, guarantees consistent estimation because double counting is avoided [38], [37]. In other
words, each raw sensor observation from some robot rm
that was previously transmitted to robot r will not be retained in the marginal distribution that robot r shares with
any other robot rl. As a result, raw sensor observations
from any robot are used at most once.
While not at the focus of this work, another solution
might require that each robot r transmits, in addition to
p ^X r Z rh, the measurement likelihood terms received from
other robots as a means to propagate information in the system, thereby facilitating improved multirobot consistent estimation. Such an approach has its roots in [38] and has been
recently applied to multirobot SLAM [37]. Additional approaches for consistent distributed estimation include
[39] and [24].
Any robot r that receives an observation z rlll from some
robot rl, generates candidate correspondences by matching
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p ^u l, ll x rl , x rlllh, (8)
r, rl

where Z r includes both single-robot observations, for each
robot, and all relative-pose multirobot constraints
r, r
Z r 0 , Rr = 1 Z r , " u l, ll ^r, rl, l, llh ! F r , 3 Z R. (9)
l

Because the robots express their local trajectories with respect to different reference systems, the measurement likelihood term in (8) is
p ^u l, ll x rl , x rll h ? exp c - 1 err ^u l, ll , x rl , x rll h R m, (10)
2
r, rl

r, rl

l

l

2

err ^u l, ll , x rl , x rlllh 0 u l, ll 6 h ^x rl , x rlllh, (11)
r, rl

X r 0 ' X r. (7)

%

^ r, rl, l, llh ! F r

r

r, rl

h ^x rl , x rll h 0 x rl 6 ^T rrl 5 x rlllh, (12)
l

where T rrl is a transformation between the reference frames
of robots r and rl, and the notation 5 represents the transformation compose operator [40]. Since the robots start operating from different unknown locations, this transformation
is initially unknown.
Furthermore, while the formulation in (8) assumes multirobot data association F is given, in practice it is unknown ahead of time and must therefore be established.
The next section focuses on simultaneously solving data
association and the robot pose inference by introducing a
latent variable.

Incorporating Multirobot Data Association
Instead of assuming multirobot data association is given, a
r, rl
latent binary variable j l, ll is used to model inlier and outlier
correspondences using the convention that correspondence
r, rl
^r, rl, l, llh ! F r is an inlier if j l, ll = inlier and accordingly an
r, rl
outlier when j l, ll = outlier. Denoting all the latent variables
representing data association between robot r and other

robots by J r, calculating the MAP inference over X r corresponds to

t = arg max p^X r Z rh = arg max / p^X r, J r Z rh, (13)
X
r

Xr

Jr

with
p ^ X r, J r Z rh ? % p ^X r Z rh
r

$



%

^ r, rl, l, llh ! F r

p ^ j l, ll x rl , x rlllh p ^u l, ll x rl , x rlll, j l, ll h,
(14)
r, rl

r, rl

r, rl

r, rl
where the term p ^ j l, ll x rl , x rlllh is considered as the prior
r, rl
p ^ j l, ll h, since it is not conditioned on any observations.
r, rl
r, rl
The likelihood term p ^u l, ll x rl , x rlll, j l, ll h can be evaluated
r, rl
r, rl
for both j l, ll = inlier and j l, ll = outlier with (10) using R in
and R out, representing, respectively, the covariances corresponding to inlier and outlier distributions, with R in % R out .
However, when the initial relative pose T rlr between any
two robots r and rl is unknown, performing inference over
(14) is doomed to fail [9]; since the transformation T rrl is unknown and can only be arbitrarily set, each candidate multirobot data association ^r, rl, l, llh ! F r with a corresponding
r, rl
constraint u l, ll typically results in a high discrepancy ber, rl
tween≈u l, ll and the prediction h ^x rl , x rlllh from (12), and therer, rl
fore results in a high error err ^u l, ll , x rl , x rlllh. These high errors
are obtained both for inlier and outlier correspondences.
r, rl
r, rl
Since R in % R out, the probability p ^u l, ll x rl , x rlll, j l, ll h is higher
r, rl
r, rl
for j l, ll = outlier than j l, ll = inlier, regardless of whether the
correspondence ^r, rl, l, llh ! F r is an inlier or outlier in practice. As a result, attempting to infer both multirobot data association and robot trajectories leads to identifying all
candidate correspondences in F r as outliers.
It is for this reason that initial relative poses must be first
estimated so that the error in (11) could be used to distinguish between inlier and outlier correspondences. The following sections describe an approach for concurrently
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It may seem that outliers can be directly identified and
rejected by matching algorithms such as RANSAC [31] or
iterative closest point (ICP) [41]. However, this statement is
only partially true. Although these algorithms are capable of
accurate relative-pose estimation given sensor observations
of a common scene, identifying the fact that two given observations were acquired from different parts of the environment
is a much more challenging task. In the single-robot case, a
related aspect is establishing loop closures. Current loop-closure techniques cannot guarantee outlier-free data associations, and approaches for robust graph optimization are still
actively investigated. Similarly, in the multirobot framework,
multirobot data association cannot be assumed outlier free,
especially in the presence of perceptual aliasing (for example,
when observing two corridors that look alike). These challenging scenarios are handled in the EM formulation and
model-selection-based framework.

Distributed Inference over
Initial Relative Pose using EM
The remaining formulation is based on the following key
observation: given local robot trajectories, each candidate
multirobot correspondence ^r, rl, l, llh ! F r, regardless of
whether it is an inlier or outlier, suggests a solution for the
transformation T rrl. However, only the inlier correspondences produce similar transformations, while those calculated from outlier correspondences typically disagree
among each other, unless these outliers are caused by measurement aliasing.
This concept is illustrated in a synthetic toy example in
Figure 5. In the figure, ground-truth robot trajectories are
given in (a), and candidate matches between two of the robots
(red and blue) are shown in (b), with robot initial poses set to
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estimating the transformations T rrl and multirobot data association in an incremental distributed framework.
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Figure 5 A simulation experiment depicting (a) robot trajectories. Initial positions are denoted by cross marks. (b) Correspondences
between trajectories, and (c) distribution of relative pose transformations. The large cluster marked in red circle in (c) corresponds to the
correct transformation.
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arbitrary values. Many of these correspondences are outliers—this simple example assumes there is no measurement
aliasing. The distribution of the transformation T rlr , calculated
for each correspondence, is shown in Figure 5(c). The cluster
corresponding to the correct transformation is larger than the
rest. Real-world scenarios, however, often exhibit some level
of measurement aliasing, which often leads to multiple clusters and further complicates the identification of the correct
transformation T rlr . Examples of such scenarios are given
throughout this article and the approach developed to address this challenge is discussed below.
Based on the above key observation, an EM optimization [42] is formulated that allows each robot to recover
the initial relative pose with respect to other robots (and
therefore establish a common reference frame) in a distributed manner.
The MAP estimate of an initial relative pose between
robots r and rl can be written as

Expectation Maximization Equations

T

he following details the underlying expectation maximization (EM) optimization equations for recovering a local maxima of the initial relative pose T rrl using (17). Recall the MAP
estimate of T rrl in (16)

t , Z r j.
Ttrrl = arg max / p ` T rrl, J r X
r

r

Trl

J

r

t , Z r j, (15)
Tt rrl = arg max p ` T rrl X
r

T rrl

t and Z r are defined in (7) and (9). This inference
where X
can be solved by each robot r in a distributed fashion,
based on the available observations Z r.
Similar to (13), latent variables J r are included in this
inference problem
r

t , Z r j. (16)
Tt rrl = arg max / p ` T rrl, J r X
r

T rrl

J

However, since the above inference involves accounting for
all the possible values for each of the latent binary variables
in J r, it is computationally intractable.
In contrast, the EM approach enables a drastic reduction
in computational complexity while producing a locally optimal solution. The tth iteration of the EM framework is (see
“Expectation Maximization Equations” for full details)

t j ? p^T Xt h
p ` J, T X
r

t , Z j. (S9)
Tt = arg max / p ` T, J X
T

r, r l

r, r l

l

r, r l

l

r, r l

Assuming the binary variables j l, ll ! J are statistically indet , and Z, (S10) can be written as
pendent conditioned on Tt^ t h, X

t h+
Q ^T Tt^ i hh = log p ^T X

/ # p` j s Tt^ i h, tx lr, tx lrll, u lr,,lrllj

s!F r

$ log 6p ^ j s tx lr, tx lrl h p ^u l, ll tx lr, tx lrl , j s, T h@ dj s,
r, r l

l

l

(S11)

J

The t th iteration of the EM optimization can be described by the
following two steps [42].
t , Z j using
• E step: Calculate a lower bound on p ` T X

t , Z jB
Q ^T Tt^ i hh 0 E J | tT ^ i h, tX, Z 8log p ` T, J X
=

p ^ j l, ll tx lr, tx lrl h p ^u l, ll x lr, x lrl , j l, ll , T h.

%

^r, r l, l, l lh ! F

r

To simplify notation, the superscripts and subscripts r and rl
are removed, and this equation is rewritten as

r


# p ` J Tt^ i h, Xt , Z j log p `T, J Xt , Z jdJ.

(S10)

• M step: Calculate the MAP estimation by maximizing the
above lower bound
Tt^i + 1h = arg max Q ^T Tt^ i hh.
T

t , Z j is
Focusing on the E step, the joint pdf p ` T, J X
t , Z j ? p`Z Xt , J, T jp` J, T Xt j.
p ` T, J X
Assuming J and T are independent given robot poses
t j = p^T Xt hp` J Xt j, the above can be expressed in
p ` J, T X
terms of individual candidate correspondences [see (14)]
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where s 0 ^r, r l, l, l lh ! F and j s 0 j l, ll , and where
r, r l

p ` j s Tt^ i h, tx lr, tx lrl , u l, ll j =
l

r, r l

p ` u l, ll tx lr, tx lrl , j s, Tt^ t hj p ^ j s tx lr, tx lrl , Tt^ t hh
r, r l

l

p`u

l

r, r l
l, l l

Tt , tx , tx j
^t h

r
l

rl
ll

. (S12)

The term p ^ j s tx lr, tx lrl , Tt^ t hh in the above equation, and p ^ j l, ll tx lr, tx lrl h
in (S11), are modeled by the prior p ^ j sh, since both are not conditioned on any observations. The measurement likelihood term
r, r l
l
p ` u l, ll tx lr, tx lrl , j s, Tt^ t hj in (S12), which is similar to (10), is
r, r l

l

r, r l
r, r l
l
l
p ` u l, ll tx lr, tx lrl , j s, Tt^ t hj ? exp c - 1 err ^u l, ll , xt lr, xt lrl h
2

l

2
R js m

, (S13)

where the function err ^ . h is (11) and R js ! {R inlier, R outlier}.
To conclude, note that the denominator in (S12) is not actually evaluated; instead, only the numerator is calculated for both
inlier and outlier models, and then normalized so that
p ` j s = inlier Tt^ i h, tx lr, tx lrl , u l, ll j + p ` j s = outier Tt^ i h, tx lr, tx lrl , u l, ll j = 1.
l

r, r l

l

r, r l

t , Z r jB
Tt ^ t h = arg max E Jr tT^t - 1h, Xt , Zr log 8p ` T, J r X
r

r

T

t , Z r j log 8p ` T, J r Xt , Z r jB,
= arg max / p ` J r Tt ^t - 1h, X
r

T

J

r

r

(17)
^th
where the notation T 0 ^T rrlh is used for brevity.
Solving (17) involves a nonlinear optimization that converges to a local minima given an initial guess for a solution. The optimization problem in (17) is highly nonconvex,
so an initial solution in the vicinity of the global minima is
required to guarantee convergence to the correct transformation T rrl.
Recalling the key observation from the beginning of
this section (inlier correspondences produce similar transformations, and outlier correspondences yield inconsistent
transformations) and using the available robot local traject r, an initial relative pose is calculated for each cortories X
respondence ^r, rl, l, llh ! F r, resulting in a set T rrl ^ F rh . The
distribution of this set is then analyzed to perform a naïve
clustering for each element in T rrl separately. The k most
common values that are sufficiently far away from each
other are chosen. Instead of considering all the possible
combinations for each axis as an initial solution ( k n where
n is the dimensionality of T rlr ), any entries that do not have
a nearby initial relative pose in the set T rrl ^ F rh are discarded. The actual choice of the parameter k depends on the
available computational resources, since this parameter determines the number of times the EM optimization is to be
performed. In implementation, k = 5 is chosen, and two
entries are considered to be sufficiently apart if the difference is above the corresponding standard deviation in R in
is 0.5 m for position and 0.05 rad for rotation.
This procedure generates several initial solutions for T rrl;
running the EM optimization in (17) on each one of these
solutions produces locally optimal initial relative poses Tt rrl.
Different hypotheses that converge to the same value Tt rrl
are merged. Each of these estimates is optimal given the
corresponding partitioning of the multirobot data associat r into inliers I and outliers O, calculated in the E
tion J
step in EM; see (17).
The hypothesis h 0 " I, O , can now be used in conjunction with I , O = J r to represent each such partition and
collect all these hypotheses into the set H. Note that each
hypothesis h ! H leads to an estimate of T rrl according to

t , Z r j . (18)
Tt rrl ^h h = arg max p ` T rrl h, X
r

r
T rl

Figure 3(b) illustrates the distribution of relative-pose
constraints for each correspondence ^r, rl, l, llh ! F r. (The
planar case is considered; the x and y axes correspond to
position and the blue arrow direction represents orientation.) The transformations Tt rrl ^h h for each hypothesis
h ! H are denoted by red circles.

Often there is more than one hypothesis in H, and a
decision must be made about which hypothesis h ) ! H.
The chosen hypothesis will determine the initial relative
pose, Tt rrl = Tt rrl ^h ) h, which is used later to perform inference
over robot trajectories. Therefore, identifying the correct
hypothesis in H is crucial, especially in the presence
of perceptual aliasing. The next section develops a probabilistic method for choosing the most probable hypothesis, focusing in particular on the complexities arising
from the incremental framework that is essential for realtime operation.

Hypothesis Model-Based Selection
This section develops a probabilistic approach for choosing
the most likely hypothesis, given the current information
from the set H. An incremental setting, in which information, such as robot trajectories, local sensor observations,
and multirobot correspondences, is obtained gradually,
adds several challenges. A criterion is needed to determine
whether a sufficient amount of information has been accumulated to reliably estimate the initial relative poses. For
example, robot trajectories and observed environments
may initially not overlap (or not overlap at all), in which
case all multirobot correspondences are outliers.
Measurement aliasing, meaning observations of similar
environments, complicate the problem even further. Consider the robots start operating in two nearby somewhat
similar environments (for example, corridors). Each robot r
shares informative sensor observations, matches observations transmitted from other robots against its own informative observations, and adds the matches as candidate
correspondences into the set F r. Since the two environments are similar but different, these matches are not only
outliers but are also consistent with each other, which suggests that the two environments are actually the same. This
consistency translates directly into a hypothesis h = " I, O ,
with many inliers, all of which are actually (consistent) outliers. Note that even after the robots observe some areas in
common, the correct hypothesis (corresponding to true inliers) must compete with the consistent-outlier hypothesis.
Making a wrong decision and choosing an incorrect hypothesis can lead to catastrophic results because outliers
are included in the inference in (3).
Figure 3 shows such a case in a real-world scenario. The
robots travel in three different corridors, as shown in Figure 3(a). However, because these corridors are similar in appearance, many consistent matches between scans from the
three corridors are generated, leading to the clusters 1–4
emphasized by red ellipses in Figure 3(b). Making a wrong
decision and choosing clusters 2–4 results in incorrect
alignment of robot trajectories and all the true inlier correspondences are identified as outliers.
This challenging problem is approached within a model-selection framework, which aims to calculate the probat r, Z r j . These
bility of each hypothesis h in the set H: p ` h X
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This article develops a distributed and incremental multirobot approach
that allows a group of robots to concurrently establish a common
reference frame and resolve multirobot data association on the fly.

probabilities can be obtained by integrating over all possible values of the continuous random variable T rrl

t , Zrj =
p`h X
r

#T

t , Z r j. (19)
p ` T rrl, h X
r

r
rl

Applying Bayes’ rule,

t , Zrj =
p`h X
r

#T

t j p ` T rrl, h Xt j, (20)
c $ p ` Z r T rrl, h, X
r

r
rl

r

t rj
with a hypothesis-independent constant c 0 1/p ` Z r X
that need not be calculated. Factoring the last term as

t j = p ` T rrl h, Xt j p^h Xt h, (21)
p ` T rrl, h X
r

r

r

(20) turns into

t j = c $ p^h Xt hp ` Z r h, Xt j, (22)
p ` h Z r, X
r

r

r

with

t j=
p ` Z r h, X
r

#T

t j p ` Z r T rrl, h, Xt j. (23)
p ` T rrl h, X
r

r
rl

r

To calculate hypothesis probability in (20), each of the terms
in (22) and (23) needs to be evaluated: the hypothesis prior

t h, relative-pose transformation prior p ` T rrl h, Xt j,
p ^h X
r

r

t j.
and the measurement likelihood term p ` Z r T rrl, h, X
Before presenting the equations for each of these terms,
it is beneficial to first discuss the importance of the hypothesis prior term in deciding which hypothesis to choose
from the set H. As will be seen below, the measurement
t r j essentially prioritizes hypothelikelihood p ` Z r T rrl, h, X
ses with more inliers. However, it does not address the
question of whether a sufficient amount of information has
been accumulated to make a decision. In other words, given a set H, there is always a hypothesis with the highest
measurement likelihood. A criterion is needed for whether
the hypothesis is unambiguous and should be chosen.
This aspect is particularly crucial in the incremental setting in the context of measurement aliasing, which can lead
to a dominant hypothesis of consistent outliers. Note that
each correspondence, regardless of whether it is considered
to be an inlier or an outlier by a hypothesis, is the result
of a high-quality match between two sensor observations
(for example, an ICP match between two laser scans).
r
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Therefore, the main reason for a correspondence to be an
outlier in practice (in other words, a highly confident match
between two scans from different areas) is perceptual aliasing. Relying only on the measurement likelihood term, it is
easy to mistakenly choose this incorrect hypothesis.
This critical issue is addressed by arguing that the hyt rh can provide insight as to how likepothesis prior p ^h X
ly the hypothesis h = " I, O , is in the first place. An
underlying basic assumption in the approach is that the
robots must observe common places eventually, not necessarily at the same time. This assumption makes sense
for indoor navigation, for example, since the robots are
operating in closed and finite environments. However,
the assumption is often also reasonable for collaborative
navigation in outdoor environments, as demonstrated experimentally below.
Having gained a conceptual understanding for the importance of the hypothesis prior term, the following sections proceed with the equation derivations for each of the
mentioned probability terms in (22) and (23).

t rj
Measurement Likelihood p ` Z r T rrl, h, X

The measurement likelihood is discussed first. Recalling
the hypothesis definition, h = " I, O ,, and writing individual inlier and outlier measurement terms gives

t j = k^hh % exp c - 1 err ` u i, Xt , T rrlj
p ` Z r T rrl, h, X
2
i!I
r

r

$

% exp c - 12

o!O

t , T rrlj
err ` u o, X
r

R in m

2

R out m,

2


(24)

where u i and u o are used to represent the appropriate relar, rl
tive-pose constraints u l, ll , and err ^ . h is defined in (11). The
hypothesis-dependent coefficient k ^h h is
k ^hh 0 %
i!I

1
2rR in

%

o!O

1
. (25)
2rR out

t j can be expressed as the Gaussian
Considering p ` T rrl h, X
r

t j = N^T0, R 0h, (26)
p ` T rrl h, X
r

with known parameters T0 and R 0 (as discussed in initial
relative-pose prior section), the integrand q ^T rrlh in (23),

t j p ` Z T rrl, h, Xt j, (27)
q ^T rrlh 0 p ` T rrl h, X
r

r

can be expressed using (24)–(26). Since the involved distributions are all Gaussians, this expression can be represented by a single Gaussian
q ^T rrlh = N ^Tt rrl, R MAP h, (28)
where the MAP estimate is obtained by Tt rrl = arg max T rrl
q ^T rrlh and can be then used as a linearization point to calculate the covariance R MAP.
Recall that

#x a exp ^;x - xt; 2R

MAP

h= a

2rR MAP , (29)

where the notations xt and R MAP represent, respectively, the
MAP estimate and covariance of some random variable x.
Substituting (27) and (28) into (22) and using (29) gives an
expression for the hypothesis probability

t j = c $ p^h Xt hkl ^hh 2rR MAP , (30)
p ` h Z r, X
r

r

t h and
where kl ^h h 0 k ^h h $ 1
2rR 0 . The priors p ^h X
r
r
t
`
j
p T rl h, X are discussed next.
r

t rh
Hypothesis Prior p ^ h X

As previously mentioned, the hypothesis prior is an important component in deciding which hypothesis h = " I, O , to
choose from the set H while enhancing robustness to perceptual aliasing. Given the robot local trajectories, the set
F r can be partitioned into inlier and outlier sets I and O,
respectively, even without the actual measurements of the
corresponding constraints. Further, an additional hypothesis h 0 = " I 0, O 0 , is added to the set H: this hypothesis (referred to as the null hypothesis) corresponds to perceptual
aliasing. The null hypothesis represents the possibility that
all of the correspondences are actually outliers ^I 0 / zh.
The prior probabilities of all hypotheses in H, including
the null hypothesis h 0, can now be calculated. As further
detailed below, the most likely hypothesis h, according to
t r, Z r j from (30) is then chosen only if its
the posterior p ` h X
t rh is significantly dominant comprior probability p ^h X
pared to all other hypotheses in H. In this way, the algorithm waits until sufficient information is accumulated to
disambiguate which hypothesis is the correct one.
A previously mentioned, the underlying basic assumption is that the robots must eventually observe common
places (but not necessarily concurrently). Each given candidate correspondence can therefore represent the same
place, observed by two different robots or two different
places. However, the number of unique places is unknown
ahead of time. The CRP (and closely related Dirichlet process), which has previously been used for topological mapping [43], models this problem probabilistically [12], [13].
The model in (S8) is now used to develop an approach for
quantifying the hypothesis prior for each h ! H. The ap-

proach is based on the following interpretation of inlier and
outlier correspondences determined by a given hypothesis
h = " I, O , ! H. An inlier i ! I relating two different poses
of robots r and rl indicates the two poses are close to each
other (generating overlapping observations). Accordingly,
the involved two poses in an outlier correspondence o ! O
are considered to be two different (unique) places.
More formally, let m in and m out represent, respectively,
the number of inliers and outliers in a given hypothesis
h = " I, O , ! H and denote by m the overall number of candidate correspondences. Note that m is the same for all hypotheses in H, and also m = m in + m out .
Given some hypothesis h = " I, O , ! H, the number of
unique places due to inlier correspondences is approximately captured in m in. In other words, each inlier correspondence is modeled to contribute a single unique place:
as mentioned before, a new informative sensor observation
is shared by each robot r only if it has moved certain distance (0.5 m when operating indoors) since it shared the
previous informative observation. Therefore, any two inlier correspondences i 1, i 2 ! I, contain some unique information about the environment. Moreover, only a small portion
of the observation pairs (originating from different robots)
are correctly matched and added as candidate correspondences. Consequently, the number of unique observed
places due to inlier correspondences is modeled as m in.
Similarly, any two pairs of outlier correspondences
o 1, o 2 ! O are considered to represent four different places,
thus approximately capturing the number of unique observed places due to outliers as 2m out . The unique places contributed by inliers and outliers are assumed to not overlap.
Using the above, the number of unique places for each
given hypothesis is modeled as
n ^h h = 2m out ^hh + m in ^hh, (31)
where the parameters m out and m in are hypothesis specific.
Observe that while the overall number of candidate correspondences m is the same for all hypotheses in H, the number of unique places n changes from one hypothesis to
another in the range n ! 6m, 2m@ . In particular, n always
assumes the highest value for the null hypothesis
^m out = m, m in = 0 h and, on the other extreme, the lowest
value for the all-inliers hypothesis ^m out = 0, m in = m h, if
such a hypothesis exists in H.
t rh of each hypothesis h ! H
The prior probability p ^h X
can now be calculated from (S8) using the hypothesis-specific value for n that is calculated according to (31). The prior
probabilities of all hypotheses in H are normalized by
h0

/

h!H

f ^n ^h hh (32)

to obtain a valid probability distribution

t rh = f^n^hhh . (33)
p ^h X
h
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1.5

A decision must eventually be made regarding whether
sufficient information has been accumulated to choose a
hypothesis. To address this decision, the CRP model in (S8)
can be recalled to formulate the following lemma.

b = 1.2
b = 1.4
b = 1.6
b = 1.8
b=2

Probability Ratio

0.1
1

0.08

Lemma 1

0.06

The ratio between hypotheses prior probabilities increases
as more information is accumulated (or, as more unique
places are observed).
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Number of Distinct Places
Figure 6 The probability ratio f ^n h f ^ bnh with 1 # b # 2.

1012

Probability Ratio

1010
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The number of unique places in any two hypotheses
h i, h j ! H can be denoted by n i and n j, with n i, n j ! 6m, 2m@ .
Without loss of generality, assuming n i < n j implies
t rh > p ` h j Xt r j . Since both probabilities are calculated
p ^h i X
using the same normalization constant h in (32),
f ^n ih > f ^ n jh.
The parameter b ! 61, 2@ may always be found such that
n j = bn i, so the ratio f ^n ih /f ^n jh / f ^n ih /f ^ bn ih can be expressed with (S8) as
f ^n ih
0
f ^ bn ih

a = 10
a = 20
a = 30
a = 100
a = 1000

=

106

=

104
102
100

0

5
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Number of Distinct Places
Figure 7 The probability ratio f ^n h f ^ bnh for different values of a,
with b = 2.

Equation (33) provides a mechanism to decide if sufficient
information has been accumulated to indicate that a certain
hypothesis is dominant with respect to competing hypotheses while explicitly accounting for potential measurement
aliasing by introducing the null hypothesis.
In particular, for a given m and a, hypotheses with
many inliers span different parts of robot trajectories. These
hypotheses receive higher probabilities since the number of
unique places n is smaller for such hypotheses. The two extreme cases are hypotheses with only inlier or only outlier
correspondences, corresponding, respectively, to n = m
and n = 2m. In general, the parameter n for some hypothesis is cm, with 1 # c # 2. It can be verified from (S8) that
f ^cm h decreases with c [see also Figure S2(b)]. The intuition
here is that, at each given time (fixed m), a hypothesis whose
inliers involve larger portions of robot trajectories (smaller
n) is less prone to measurement aliasing over a hypothesis
whose inliers only involve a small area (larger n).
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a

% nj = 1 ^a + j - 1h
i

1

a

^ b - 1 hn i

a

^ b - 1 hn i

1

bn i

%

j = ni + 1

% j =n 1 ^a + j - 1h
b i

ni

$

^a + j - 1h

^ a + bn i - 1 h !
.
^a + n ih!

a

bn i


(34)

Since b ! 61, 2@ and a > 1, (34) monotonically increases
with n i, as shown in Figure 6. However, increasing n i corresponds to accumulating more information and adding
new candidate correspondences to the set F. Therefore,
with time, the prior for any two given hypotheses becomes
more distinguishable.
Y
The implication of Lemma 1 is that, as more information
is accumulated, it becomes possible to disambiguate between the different hypotheses. The parameter a determines how fast this process is, and therefore this parameter
can be considered a tuning parameter to be set according to
prior knowledge regarding the expected environment size,
if such knowledge exists. In particular, also if a is too
small, the null hypothesis is prematurely down weighted,
which thereby increases sensitivity to measurement aliasing. On the other hand, larger values of a require an accumulation of more information before the prior of the
appropriate hypothesis becomes sufficiently dominant to
facilitate reliable decision. Figure 7 provides further insight
regarding the influence of the parameter a on the ratio between hypotheses prior probabilities in (34), for b = 2. Noting the logarithmic scale of y-axis of the plot, it can be seen
that the probability ratio significantly varies for different
values of a. The gap between two competing hypotheses
therefore increases as more information is accumulated, at
different rates for different values of a. The development of
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Figure 8 The prior probabilities of three different hypotheses h 0, h 1, and h 2 (see Table 2) as a function of m. A larger m corresponds
to the accumulation of additional information. Parameter a is set to 50 in all cases. (a) m = 5. (b) m = 10. (c) m = 20.

specific approaches to determine a from available statistical information is outside the scope of this article and is left
to future research.
This concept is illustrated by a toy example in Figure 8
that considers three different hypotheses that are detailed in Table 2: the null hypothesis ( h 0 ), the hypothesis
with half of the correspondences inliers ( h 1 ), and the hypothesis with only inliers ( h 2 ). Figure 8 shows the evolution of the hypotheses priors as a function of m. The prior
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Table 2 A toy example with three hypotheses to illustrate
the prior hypothesis.
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Figure 9 Robots’ estimates of each other’s trajectories expressed in local frame of each robot over time. (a)–(c) The red robot and
(d)–(f) the blue robot. Parts (a) and (d) show the identified inlier (black) and outlier (gray) correspondences after a common reference
frame has been established.
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Figure 10 Data set D2: (a)–(c) the final estimated trajectories of all three robots from individual robot perspectives, without considering odometric uncertainty; (d)–(f) the estimated trajectories after accounting for odometric uncertainty. (a) By the red robot,
(b) by the green robot, (c) by the blue robot, (d) by the red robot, (e) by the green robot, and (f) by the blue robot.

probability of the null hypothesis decreases as m increases, and the prior for h 2 (all inliers) gradually increases.
The gap between the latter and the other two hypotheses
( h 0 and h 1 ) drastically increases as well, corresponding
to higher confidence level in choosing h 2 as a valid hypothesis candidate.

t rj
Initial Relative-Pose Prior p ` T rrl h, X

Given the inlier and outlier correspondences in F r but without the actual measurements, the prior on the initial relative
t r j is uninformative.
pose between the two robots p ` T rrl h, X
Although, in principle, values of T rrl could be analyzed
more carefully to deem which are unreasonable, a basic approach is employed in this work. Because of the way constraints are generated, it is assumed that, on average, the
r, rl
relative-pose measurements u l, ll are zero biased and therefore each measurement likelihood term can be considered
to be distributed according to N ^0, R high h where R high is a
high uncertainty covariance (for example, 10 m in position
t r j is therefore modeled as the
and 90° in rotation). p ` T rrl h, X
Gaussian
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t j=
p ` T rrl h, X
r

%

^ r, rl, l, llh ! F r

N ^0, R high h 0 N ^T0, R 0 h. (35)

Choosing the Most Probable Hypothesis
The decision on the most probable hypothesis is made as
follows. The probabilities in (30) of only the most promising
hypotheses are calculated, identified by their support
(number of inliers). The highest probability hypothesis h is
then chosen only if it satisfies two conditions: a) its posterior probability is sufficiently higher compared to all other
hypotheses and b) its prior probability is significantly dominant with respect to other hypotheses.
Specifically, in the current implementation, a hypothesis
is chosen only if the following two criteria that correspond
to the above conditions are satisfied: a) the probability ratio
between two most likely hypotheses [according to (30)] is
above 2.0 (in other words, the most likely hypothesis
h ) ! H is twice as probable than any other hypothesis) and
t rh of the most likely hypothb) the prior probability p ^h ) X
esis h ) is above 0.8. For numerical reasons, computation of
t r j is performed in the log space.
p ` h Z r, X

An interesting question is how much trajectory overlap,
or mutually observed areas by different robots, is required
for determining the initial relative pose. Unfortunately, there
is no closed-form solution to this question since the answer
depends both on the scenario and the tuning parameter a in
the hypothesis prior. In particular, without perceptual aliasing, which is the case when there is low appearance similarity between different areas, there will be only a single cluster.
On the other hand, in the presence of perceptual aliasing (for
example, two corridors that look alike) there will be multiple

clusters. In both cases, the CRP determines how much information must be accumulated before a decision is to be made
regarding which cluster to use. The CRP is also used in the
case when there is only a single cluster, since the cluster may
represent consistent incorrect matches due to perceptual
aliasing while the robots have not yet mutually observed
any scene. In practice, robots typically have to travel through
at least the same two corridors until a decision is made [see,
for example, Figure 9(d)]. However, the actual trajectory
overlap is scenario and tuning dependent (parameter a ).

Incorporating Uncertainty Within Expectation Maximization

T

he EM formulation is extended here to incorporate uncertainties over robot poses. The derivation begins with the
MAP inference in (37), which is now also conditioned on the
covariance R r

t , Z r, R r j, (S14)
Ttrrl = arg max / p ` T rrl, J r X
r

r
Trl

Jr

and the corresponding EM formulation in (38)
Tt^ t h = arg max E Jr
T

r
tT ,tX ,Z ,R log 8p`T, J r Xt , Z r, R r jB. (S15)
r

^t - 1h

r

in (3).
For brevity, the superscripts and subscripts r and rl are
omitted from now on. Thus, the lower bound (S10) becomes

t , Z, R j log p`T, J Xt , Z, R j, (S16)
Q ^T Tt^ t hh =/ p ` J Tt^ t h, X
J

and the explicit expressions of this bound, derived in “Expectation Maximization Equations,” also become conditioned on R.
In particular, the measurement likelihood changes from (S13) to
p ` u l, ll tx lr, tx lrl , j s, Tt^ t h, R j ? exp c - 1 err (u l, ll , xt lr, xt lrl )
2
r, r l

l

l

2
R vs m

, (S17)

which now includes a modified measurement covariance R vs instead of the covariance R js ! {R inlier, R outlier} that appears in (S13).
The derivation proceeds by considering an inlier covariance
R inlier. The same procedure can be also applied for modifying
the outlier covariance; however, since the latter is typically very
large, it is typically not required in practice.
It is now necessary to develop an expression for the modified inlier covariance, R vs. The predicted measurement u pred
s ,
^t h

given the estimates Tt , tx , tx can be written as
r
l

u s = h (T, xr lr, xr lrl ) + v inlier, (S20)
l

r

The covariance R r represents the second moment of the pdf
p (X r Z r) and can be evaluated as part of the MAP estimation

r, r l

Furthermore, according to (S14), T / T rrl is the random variable in the considered inference problem, while the estimates
tx lr and tx lrll are given and fixed, and therefore not part of the
inference.
At the same time, however, the inlier covariance R inlier represents only the measurement noise v s and not the errors in
these estimates. In other words, this covariance models corl
l
rectly the error u s - h (T rrl, x lr, x lrl ) only for true values xr lr and xr lrl

rl
ll

u pred
= tx lr 6 ^Tt^ t h 5 tx lrl h = h (Tt^ t h, tx lr, tx lrl ), (S18)
s
l

l

with v inlier + N ^0, R inlier h.
Therefore, the idea is to modify the covariance R inlier (and
similarly R outlier ) to account for the estimation errors in x lr and
l
x lrl. This modified covariance is R vs in (S17); see a similar treatment in [23].
l
The terms Dx lr and Dx lrl may be introduced to account for
l
r
errors in the estimates tx l and tx lrl
xr lr = tx lr + Dx lr, xr lrl = tx lrl + Dx lrl. (S21)
l

l

l

Linearizing h (T rrl, xr lr, xr lrl ) from (S20) about tx lr and tx lrl yields
l

l

l
l
u s . h ^T, tx lr, tx lrl h + 2hr Dx lr + 2hrl Dx lrl + v inlier. (S22)
2x l
2x l l

The uncertainty of the last three terms in (S22) is quantified by
R vs from (S17), which is therefore equal to
J 2h N
K rO
2x l O
2
2
h
h
R vs = c r
R r rl K
+ R inlier, (S23)
r l m x l , x l l K 2h O
2x l 2x l l
K 2x r l O
L ll P
where R x rl , xrlll is the joint marginal covariance of x lr and x lrl'. This
covariance can be extracted from the joint covariance R / R r.
Calculating this joint covariance can be done efficiently while
exploiting sparsity [S3].

resulting in the measurement model
u s = h (T, tx lr, tx lrl ) + v s, (S19)
l

with v + N ^0, R vsh .

Reference
[S3] M. Kaess and F. Dellaert, “Covariance recovery from a square root
information matrix for data association,” Robot. Auton. Syst., vol. 57, no.
12, p. 1198, 2009.
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Figure 11 An autocovariance of laser scans collected along a
robot’s trajectory through a hallway environment. Magenta corresponds to laser scans with high autocovariance and therefore high
saliency. Cyan corresponds to less salient laser scans.

Table 3 Worst-case time complexities for core algorithm
components.
Component

Complexity

Phase

Correspondence generation

O (n) O (1)

1, 2

Hypothesis generation

O^ F r h

1

Hypothesis selection

O (1)

1

EM optimization

O^ F r h

1, 2

Pose-graph optimization

< O (n)

1, 2

Figure 12 One of the aerial robots used for the experiments. The
quadrotor platform is equipped with an onboard computer, inertial
measurement unit, laser scanner, and beam deflector mirrors.
Stereo cameras were not used in the described experiments.

Inference over Robot Trajectories
After common reference frames between robot r and other
robots rl are estimated using the approach described
above, it becomes possible for robot r to infer its own and
other robot poses with (3),

t = arg max p^X r Z rh, (36)
X
r

Xr
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using multirobot constraints. Of course, at each point, this
inference problem can be solved considering only those robots rl with whom robot r has established a common reference frame and excluding the rest. For clarity in this
discussion, recall the original multirobot inference formulation from (8). The inferred common reference frames between robot r and other robots rl are used in the likelihood
term of (8) [see (10)]. This inference problem can be solved
with standard nonlinear optimization methods while using only the inlier multirobot data associations in F r, as
identified by the EM approach. Alternatively, all the candidate constraints represented by the set F r can be considered with the aim of solving the inference problem in (14).
To that end, a similar EM approach can be developed; see
[9]. In practice, the two approaches yield similar results.
Once a common reference frame is established between
two robots, information sharing becomes easier. It becomes
possible to match z rlk against only a subset of sensor observations in " z ri ,, skipping all observations z rl that were acquired too far away from x rk.
However, in both cases, due to drift in the robot pose
estimates, identifying true multirobot inlier correspondences as inliers becomes very challenging over time, in
particular when operating in large-scale environments.
The next section presents a possible approach to overcome
this challenge.

Multirobot Loop Closures in Large-Scale Environments
The problematic aspect in both the exact and EM formulation in (16) and (17) is that both are conditioned only on robot estimated poses, without accounting for the uncertainties
in these estimations. This assumption is reasonable if estimation errors of each robot are small, such as when operating in small areas, or in scenarios where robots reduce
estimation errors by performing loop-closure measurements. However, when operating in larger environments,
robot pose estimations develop significant drift over time
and cannot be considered negligible. In these scenarios, the
presented EM formulation may not identify multirobot inlier correspondences even if those do exist.
An example is shown in Figure 10(a), where the blue and
green robots start from same location, move toward the top
left, diverge, and finally move into the same corridor where
multirobot constraints can be formed. However, due to trajectory drift, the predicted relative pose is far from the
measured relative pose (determined by true inlier multirobot correspondences). As a result, all of these inlier correspondences are identified as outliers, leading to suboptimal
map merging and estimation accuracy.
One way to address this issue is to incorporate the
uncertainty in robot poses within the EM formulation and
accounting for this information when inferring if a candidate multirobot correspondence from the set F r is an
inlier or outlier. In other words, this provides a probabilistically sound mechanism to adapt the inlier and outlier

Table 4 The format of messages sent between robots. If
the laser scan is not selected to be broadcast, only the
first three items will be sent. n indicates the number of
correspondences found for this laser scan.
Content

Size (bytes)

Robot ID

1

Pose index

4

Odometry

48

Laser scan

5800

Matched robot’s ID

n#1

Matched pose’s index

n#4

Matched relative pose

n # 48

Total

5853 + n # 53

covariances R inlier, R outlier according to the associated uncertainty in appropriate robot poses involved in each candidate correspondence in F r.
Specifically, the MAP estimation in (16) is now also conditioned on the joint covariance R r available to robot r

t , Z r, R r j, (37)
Tt rrl = arg max / p ` T rrl, J r X
r

T rrl

J

r

and the EM formulation in (17) changes accordingly

t , Z r, R r jB , (38)
Tt ^ t h = arg max E Jr tT^t -1h, tX , Zr, Rr log 8p ` T, J r X
r

r

T

where, like earlier, t denotes iteration number. The covariance R r represents the second moment of the probability
density function p ^X r Z rh and can be obtained as part of
the MAP inference in (3). The full derivation of incorporating uncertainty in robot poses within the EM framework is
given in “Incorporating Uncertainty Within Expectation
Maximization.” Such an approach allows us to overcome
the above described challenges and correctly identify multirobot inlier correspondences even when the estimated
robot poses develop significant drift.

Computational Considerations
This section describes an information-based method for
downsampling the number of sensor observations shared
among robots, as well as a computational complexity analysis of the formulation.

Observation Subsampling and Saliency
To estimate the initial relative poses of all robots, the dataassociation strategy requires that each robot compares sensor
observations shared by other robots with its own local history of observations. Although the comparison itself can be

Table 5 Data sets used to evaluate the approach.
Data Set

Type

Robots

Size

D1

Indoor

3

15 m # 10 m

D2

Indoor

3

30 m # 20 m

D3

Indoor

3

30 m # 30 m

D4

Indoor

3

70 m # 50 m

D5

Indoor + outdoor

2

60 m # 50 m

D6

Outdoor

3

30 m # 30 m

performed efficiently through ICP scan matching, featurebased matching, or other robust correspondence techniques,
the number of comparisons that must be performed for each
update grows linearly in the number of locally stored sensor
observations. Unfortunately, it is not possible to employ strategies such as comparing against only the previous laser scan
captured by each robot since robots may observe the same
location in the environment at different times.
Although the linearly increasing number of range observations comparisons is necessary to correctly infer the relative transform between robots, each robot does not need to
share all of its collected sensor observations with other robots. Instead, observations can be subsampled to reduce
both the computational and network cost. While a naïve subsampling approach might uniformly select laser scans to
share with other robots, a more efficient approach would
only share a subset of collected laser scans that are most salient and, therefore, most descriptive of the environment
from which they were captured. The autocovariance of a laser scan is calculated [44] to determine saliency. Autocovariance is calculated per laser scan, prior to sharing with other
robots. To calculate laser scan autocovariance, each new laser scan is randomly perturbed with Gaussian noise and
matched with itself several times to produce a transformation estimate x i with covariance R i. After N such iterations,
saliency is computed as (tr (R)) -1 according to
R = 1 / ^R i + (x i - n) (x i - n) T h,
N i=1
N

N

n=

1 / x . (39)
i
N i=1

For additional details, the reader is referred to a similar article using autocovariance for observation saliency [44].
Figure 11 illustrates laser scan autocovariance, calculated
using the above approach, for several locations in a selfsimilar hallway environment.

Timing Complexity of the Approach
The multirobot data association and distributed-inference
strategy includes two main phases of operation with differing algorithmic complexities. Although all components of
the algorithm are roughly linear in the number of stored
laser scans or poses in each robot’s trajectory, the two
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phases involve different components (Table 3). During the
first phase, transformations between robot coordinate
frames are established by determining correspondences
between each robot’s history of observations and incoming
observations shared by other robots. This phase consists of
four components: correspondence generation, hypothesis
generation and selection, EM, and pose-graph optimization. During the second phase, transformations have already been established, and each robot’s pose graph is
optimized using new measurements and correspondences.
The second phase still requires correspondence generation,
EM, and pose-graph optimization but no longer requires
hypothesis generation and selection.

Correspondence generation involves comparing incoming laser scans that are shared by other robots with a local
history of stored sensor observations. Before the common
reference frame is built between two robots, if a robot locally stores one laser scan per pose estimate, then this step
has O (n) complexity, where n is the number of poses in the
robot’s trajectory. After the common reference frame is
built, since the robot already knows roughly the position of
another robot, it only needs to match nearby scans from the
other robot(s), and thus the complexity is reduced to O (1).
Hypotheses are being generated until the prior of at
least one hypothesis is large enough to make a decision regarding the transformation between the two robots. This
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Figure 13 Data set D1: (a) The candidate correspondences between the red and blue robots. Initial poses of these robots are set to
arbitrary values. (b) The distribution of the set T rrl ^ F r h for red and blue robots. The correct hypothesis is marked by a red circle, and the
three incorrect hypotheses are marked in magenta circles. (c) Hypothesis probability (in log-space) and prior. The hypothesis h 1, corresponding to the dominant cluster (marked by a red circle) in (b), is chosen. h 0 represents the null hypothesis so it does not have a
corresponding cluster in (b). (d) The actual and inferred inliers and outliers.
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Figure 14 Ground truth for the data sets (a) D1, (b) D2, and (c) D3. The robot’s initial positions are denoted by cross marks.

step involves an EM optimization, which has a complexity
of O ^ F r h, as detailed below. Generally, the set of hypotheses is small, containing between one and ten elements.
Selecting the best hypothesis then involves iterating over
the small set once, performing the O (1) computation, and
finding the maximum.
EM is performed after new correspondences are generated between robots. Since EM involves evaluating all correspondences in the multirobot pose graph, the complexity of
each EM update is O ^ F r h. While this step has a linear complexity, the number of correspondences in each robot’s pose
graph is guaranteed to be lower than the number of poses in
the graph ^n > F r h. In addition, EM is only performed once
a new correspondence has been generated, making it infrequent in comparison to correspondence generation.
Finally, pose-graph optimization involves iterating over
any poses affected by new multirobot correspondences. A
worst-case scenario, in which a dense pose graph contains
many multirobot correspondences, has a O (n) computational cost. However, in general, pose-graph optimization
only involves incremental updates to several nodes [45] and
is therefore be more efficient than O (n).

Performance Study
The formulation described above was implemented within
the GTSAM library [46] to analyze accuracy and efficiency.
The implementation was evaluated in real-time multirobot
real-world experiments in both indoor and outdoor environments. This section describes implementation details,
discusses the experimental setup, and analyzes results of
the multirobot experiments.

Experimental Setup
Quadrotor aerial vehicles were used as robotic platforms
for real-time experimentation (Figure 12). The quadrotor
platforms were equipped with onboard computers (1.86GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processors); Hokuyo URG-30LX 30-m
range laser scanners; inertial measurement units; and
downward-facing, laser-beam-deflector mirrors. Ground
truth poses and maps were estimated using a three-dimen-

sional SLAM framework [47], which leverages ICP for laserbased odometry, a histogram filter for localization, and an
unscented Kalman filter for state estimation.
The approach was implemented in a distributed incremental framework. During real-time operations, each robot
captured laser scans. All robots ran individual instances of
the implementation to generate pose estimates in their local
reference frames. Laser scans were User Datagram Protocol
broadcast to all other robots on the wireless network in
data packets containing the laser scan observation, a corresponding local pose estimate, and the broadcasting robot’s identity.
Each robot r executed the same algorithm: each robot
shared highly informative laser scans, received scans from
other robots, and calculated relative pose constraints between these scans and its own informative scans using ICP.

Table 6 The initial relative-pose estimation errors in
the three real-world data sets D1, D2, and D3. Estimation
errors are reported in terms of norm of translation error
^ t h in meters and absolute value of orientation error i
in degrees.
t

Estimation Error:
Data
Set

Size

r, r l

D1

15 # 15

Red

D2

Red

t

i

t

Green

i

Blue

—

0.5 6.0

0.4 4.7

Green 0.4

6.5

—

0.4 10.9

Blue

0.4

4.9

0.3 10.4 —

—

—

0.1

1.4

0.3 1.8

1.2

—

—

0.4 3.2

20 # 30 Red

—

Green 0.1
Blue
D3

i

—

—

0.35 2.3

0.4 3.5

—

—

—

—

0.6 0.6

2.1

3.3

Green 0.5

0.3

—

1.3

8.2

Blue

3.4

2.9 8.6

—

—

30 # 30 Red
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A decision must eventually be made regarding whether sufficient
information has been accumulated to choose a hypothesis.
The saliency of a scan was calculated according to its autocovariance. Incoming observations from other robots were
matched against locally stored measurements, which were
captured nearby to generate correspondences F r. Odometry was obtained by updating robot poses using incremental ICP transformations between local consecutive laser
scans. Correspondences and odometry information was
stored in the robot’s local pose graph and optimized using
GTSAM. The optimization ran at 20 Hz on each robot. Local odometry and robot pose estimates were broadcast over
the network at 20 Hz and laser scans at up to 5 Hz. Table 4
gives the format of messages shared between robot. The
size of each message is roughly 53 B with no laser scan and
6 kB if a laser scan is included.
In all cases, since the initial relative poses between the robots were unknown, the initial pose of each robot was set to an

10
8
6
4
2
0
-2
-4
-6
-8

arbitrary value [see Figure 13(a)]. Furthermore, in all cases the
parameter a was set to 500. Unless otherwise specified, robot
local measurements do not include loop-closure constraints.

Data Sets
The approach was first evaluated using three real-world
indoor data sets, D1, D2, and D3, captured by three quadrotors equipped with laser scanners. Reference trajectories,
color coded according to robot number (red, green, blue), are
shown in Figure 14 along with the laser scans of the first robot
(red). In two of the data sets, D1 and D2, the robots start operating from the same location. In the third data set, D3, the
robots start operating from different locations. Additionally,
the implementation was examined using three larger-scale
data sets D4, D5, and D6, which include an indoor environment, an environment with a transition between indoors
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Figure 15 Data set D1: The effect of measurement aliasing when not using the hypothesis prior. (a)–(b) Candidate correspondences F r
and the distribution of set T rrl ^ F r h for green and red robots ^r = 2, r l = 1 h. A cluster of consistent outliers is emphasized. (c) The expectation maximization optimization result using an incorrect hypothesis. Robot trajectories are erroneously aligned. (d) Inliers of the chosen
hypothesis (all outliers in practice) drawn on top of robot trajectories with arbitrary initial pose and (e) on top of ground-truth trajectories.
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and outdoors, and an exclusively outdoor environment. Table
5 summarizes the characteristics of the different data sets
that were used in the evaluation.

Results

Evaluation Metrics

Data Set D1

This evaluation uses the following metrics:
»» Estimation accuracy of the initial relative poses T rrl
between any two robots r and rl.
»» Statistics of inferred multirobot data association. The
percentage of correctly identified inliers and outliers,
as well as false negatives (inliers that were identified
as outliers) and false positives (outliers that were
identified as inliers). Ground-truth inliers were
determined by evaluating the error in each multirobot correspondence using ground-truth data and
identifying errors smaller than a threshold.
»» Robustness to measurement aliasing. Incorporating the
CRP within the hypothesis prior allows the algorithm to
reliably choose the correct hypothesis in an incremental
framework, even in presence of measurement aliasing.
»» Exhibit the ability of each robot to infer its own and
other robots’ trajectories, once appropriate initial
relative poses T rrl are established.

In this data set, the robots begin moving from the same position, with the red and blue robots moving counterclockwise, and the green robot moving in the clockwise direction
[see the ground-truth trajectories in Figure 14(a)]. In contrast to the other data sets, this data set contained manually
identified loop closures for each of the three robots.
Figure 13 details the algorithm steps considering establishing initial relative-pose transformations T rrl between the
red and blue robots ( r = red and rl = blue ). Figure 13(a)
shows the candidate correspondences between the two robots (the set F r ) that are available to the red robot just before
the transformation T rrl is estimated.
Recall that the set T rrl ^ F rh represents the initial relative
poses that are calculated for each of the candidate correspondences in F r. Figure 13(b) shows the distribution of this
set T rrl ^ F rh, with each arrow representing a single planar
transformation T rrl ! T rrl ^ F rh in terms of (x, y) coordinates,
where orientation i is described by the arrow’s angle.

A detailed performance analysis is provided for the first data
set D1 and results from the other data sets are also discussed.
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Figure 16 Data set D1: Establishing a common reference frame between green and red robots ^r = 2, r l = 1h . (a) Candidate correspondences F r between green and red robots at three different time instances: indices 4778, 5690, and 6081. (b) Hypotheses posterior (top
row) and prior (bottom row) probabilities for the three time indices. The posterior probability is shown in log space. The first hypothesis
represents the null hypothesis. At time index 6081, the second hypothesis is selected because it has the highest posterior probability
and its prior probability crosses the threshold (0.8).
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Figure 17 Data set D1: Details of prior probability calculation at time index 6081. (a) Outlier correspondences of the null hypothesis h 0
(no inliers by definition). (b) and (c) Inlier and outlier correspondences of the chosen hypothesis ^ h 1 h. (d) and (e) Inlier and outlier correspondences of another hypothesis ^ h 2 h. (f) Expectation maximization optimization result using the correctly chosen hypothesis [the
ground truth is given in Figure 14(a)]. Inliers are denoted by the black color.

The probabilities of the identified hypotheses that correspond to the most dominant clusters in Figure 13(b) are
shown in Figure 13(c). The probability of the null hypothesis h 0 is shown as well. Figure 13 shows both the posterior
t r, Z r j (upper part) and the prior probabilprobability p ` h X
r
t h (bottom part); see (30) and (33). The posterior
ity p ^h X
probability is given in log-space and without the constant
c. The threshold on the hypothesis prior for selecting the
most probable hypothesis (0.8) is shown with a red dashed
line. In this case, there are five hypotheses in the set H.
Since the posterior for h 1 is higher that the other hypotheses in H and its prior is above the threshold, this hypothesis is selected; h ) 0 h 1.
Once a hypothesis is chosen, it becomes possible for robot
r (the red robot) to perform the multirobot optimization in
(36) based on all the multirobot constraints in F r that
involve robot rl (the blue robot) and possibly other robots
with an established common frame. The rlth robot’s poses in
t r in (7) can now be expressed in the reference frame of
X
robot r using Tt rrl ^h ) h. A correspondence ^rl , k, l h ! F r is
rl, r t r
identified as inlier if p ` j k, l X
, Z r j approaches 1.0. Figure
13(d) depicts a case in which the described approach correctly identified all inliers; in general, the method tends to
infer a majority of the inliers. Furthermore, the method did
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not produce any false positive decisions (identified inliers
that are outliers in practice).
The result of the multirobot pose-graph optimization in
(36) is shown in Figure 9(a), with identified inliers indicated
in black and outliers in gray. Robot trajectories are properly
aligned with each other, compared to the reference trajectories in Figure 14(a). Estimation errors in the common reference frame between the two robots are given in Table 6.
After computing a common reference frame, new multirobot correspondences were directly added to the pose
graph and optimized using (8). Results of this optimization
for several time instances are shown in Figure 9(a) and(c)
(only the identified inliers are shown in the last two figures). Similar results are obtained by the blue robot ^r = 3 h
for rl = 1, as shown in Figure 9(d) and (f).
Establishing an initial relative pose and multirobot data
association for the green robot is more challenging. It travels
in the opposite direction (clockwise) with respect to the other two robots and therefore does not observe the same areas
with these robots until the very end [the top right area in
Figure 14(a)]. Moreover, since the robots operate in similar
environments (for example, two corridors), measurement
aliasing causes laser scans from these different environments to be correctly matched, suggesting the robots are
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Figure 18 Data set D2. (a)–(c) Robot trajectories with an initial pose set to arbitrary values and multirobot candidate correspondences. (d)–(f) Identified inlier correspondences and robot trajectories expressed in the same reference frame once the latter is
established. (a) Blue and green robots, (b) blue and red robots, (c) red and green robots, (d) the red robot (a zoom in on inliers is
shown), (e) the green robot, and (f) the blue robot.

actually observing the same environment. As a result, a
cluster of consistent outliers is obtained, and only after the
robots actually observe the same environments is the cluster corresponding to the correct transformation formed.
t rh, there is nothWithout using a hypothesis prior p ^h X
ing to prevent choosing the consistent-outlier hypothesis,
which can lead to catastrophic results, as shown in Figure 15.
Figure 15(a) and (b) shows, respectively, the candidate correspondences F r between the green and red robots and the
equivalent distribution of the initial relative poses (the set
T rrl ^ F rhh. The cluster corresponding to consistent outliers is
indicated by a red ellipse. The inliers I of this consistentoutlier hypothesis h = " I, O , are shown in Figure 15(d) on
top of the robot trajectories expressed with arbitrary initial
relative pose (since it is unknown); the same inliers are
shown in Figure 15(e) on top of the ground-truth trajectories.
All of these correspondences are erroneously considered as
inliers since they relate between different areas. Using the
chosen (incorrect) hypothesis and optimizing with (36) produces the result given in Figure 15(c), where the trajectories
of the green and red robots are incorrectly aligned.
t rh
In contrast, incorporating the hypothesis prior p ^h X
prevents making this incorrect decision. By introducing
the null hypothesis and modeling the probability of

Table 7 Data set D1: The number of involved unique
places for the hypotheses shown in Figure 17, and the
corresponding unnormalized prior f (n) from (S8). The
normalized prior probabilities are shown in the last column
as well as in Figure 16.
h

m

m in

m out

n

f (n)

Prior

h0

58

0

58

116

4e-6

0.007

h1

58

26

32

90

5e-5

0.89

h2

58

11

47

105

3e-5

0.06

h3

58

9

49

107

2e-5

0.04

observed unique places for each hypothesis, the priors for
different hypotheses (including consistent-outlier and null
hypotheses) compete with each other, and only after accumulating more observations by covering additional areas,
the prior corresponding to a hypothesis with the highest
number of inliers exceeds the threshold and therefore is selected. However, by that time the robots have already observed common areas, and the chosen hypothesis is indeed
the correct one.
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The problem of choosing the most probable solution is
particularly important in the incremental setting in the presence
of measurement aliasing.
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Deciding when to consider if sufficient information has
been accumulated is determined by a hypothesis prior exceeding a threshold. This decision depends on the value of
the parameter a, since it determines, given the competing
hypotheses in H, how fast the prior of a hypothesis becomes dominant. a must be set according to some problem-specific knowledge, such as expected size of the
environment to be traveled. In practice, it is better to use
conservative (large) values of a to reduce chances of making the incorrect decision.
The time evolution of the hypothesis priors of the green
and red robots is illustrated in Figures 15 and 16 ( a = 500
in all cases). Three different time instances, represented by
indices 4778, 5690, and 6081, are considered. Figure 16(a)
shows the candidate correspondences in these time instances on top of the evolving robot trajectories, and (b) details posterior (in log space) and prior probabilities of the
identified hypotheses. The hypothesis h 1 has the highest
posterior probability starting from time index 5690, but its
prior reaches the threshold only at time index 6081. Therefore, only at that time this hypothesis is chosen.
Figure 17 provides further details for the underlying process at time index 6081. The inlier and outlier correspondences
for the null hypothesis h 0, the chosen hypothesis h 1, and
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Figure 19 The green and blue robot trajectories (a) before and
(b) after compensating for odometry measurements uncertainties in the expectation maximization optimization. The black
lines signify inlier correspondences, while gray lines signify
outliers. Before considering odometric uncertainty, correspondences are incorrectly classified as outliers due to significant
odometric drift. After considering odometric uncertainty, inlier
correspondences are correctly classified. (a) Without a noisemodel update and (b) with a noise-model update.
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another hypothesis h 2 are shown in Figure 16(a)–(e). Note that
only outliers are shown for the null hypothesis, since by definition it does not contain any inliers. Table 7 further details the
different parameters that are used for calculating the prior
probability: number of inliers m in and outliers m out, total
number of correspondences m = m in + m out, and the number
of unique places n. Finally, the result of the EM optimization
using the correctly chosen hypothesis is shown in Figure 17(f).

Data Set D2
Figures 18 and 10 describe the results for data set D2. Figure 18(a) shows the candidate correspondences (the sets
F r) between different pairs of robots. In this particular
case, there was only one hypothesis (excluding the null hypothesis) that indicated that all of these correspondences
were inliers. The prior of this hypothesis and the null hypothesis competed with each other, and after a sufficient
number of observations the prior of the former reached the
predefined threshold (0.8) and therefore this hypothesis
was chosen. Similar to the basic example from Figure 8, for
a given m (number of correspondences) at each time step,
the number of unique places for the chosen and null-space
hypotheses are, respectively, m and 2m.
Figure 18(b) shows the result of the EM optimization in
(36), for each of the three robots, right after choosing the hypothesis as described above. The algorithm correctly determined that the robots begin from the same location.
Estimation errors of initial relative poses between the robots
are provided in Table 6.
The estimates from all three robots are shown in Figure 10.
Since no loop-closure constraints were used in this experiment, drift is expected in the trajectories of individual robots.
Figure 10(a) shows the results from three robots without considering pose uncertainty. Compared to ground truth in Figure 11(b), the output trajectories and map are affected by
odometry drift. Even though multirobot correspondences are
explored between blue and green robots, they are treated as
outliers and not considered in the inference. In Figure 19(a) the
correspondences on the top (gray) are identified as outliers. In
Figure 19(b) the inference includes robot pose uncertainties,
and the same correspondences are instead identified as inliers.
The effects of introducing robot pose uncertainty into the joint
inference are shown for all three robots in Figure 10(b).

Data Set D3
Algorithm performance in the third data set D3 is summarized in Figures 20 and 21 and in Table 6. In contrast to
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Figure 20 Data set D3: (a) Candidate correspondences and the equivalent distribution of the initial relative poses between green
and blue robots. The correct hypothesis is marked by a red circle, and the three wrong hypothesis are marked in magenta circles.
(b) Hypotheses (posterior and prior) probabilities and the result of multirobot optimization in (36) after hypothesis h 1 is chosen.

the first two data sets, the robots in D3 begin operating
from different positions [see Figure 14(c)]. The environment contains structural symmetries, such as several long
corridors and similar corners. This problem is challenging,
since perceptual aliasing gives rise to consistent outliers,
as previously shown in Figure 3. Nevertheless, the described approach is capable of identifying the correct initial relative transformation between the robots. Figure
20(a) shows the set of candidate correspondences F r and
the equivalent distribution of the initial relative poses (the
set T rrl ^ F rhh between the green and the blue robots. The
latter exhibits several clusters, and the most dominant four
clusters were identified. The probabilities of the corresponding hypotheses including the null hypothesis are
shown in Figure 20(b), and the hypothesis h 1 is chosen.

The result of the EM multirobot optimization is shown in
the right side of Figure 20(b) (the trajectory of the red robot
is also shown since, by that time, a common reference
frame between the green and the red robot has been established). The robot trajectories expressed in the green robot’s reference frame are aligned well with the ground-truth
trajectories [Figure 14(c)].
Similar to data set D2, since no loop closures were used,
the trajectories drift over time if pose uncertainties are not
considered [Figure 21(a)]. The drift is corrected for after
considering pose uncertainties [Figure 21(b)].

Large-Scale Data Sets
To further evaluate the robustness of the multirobot inference
approach, three more experiments in larger environments
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Figure 21 Data set D3: (a)–(c) The final estimated trajectories of all three robots, output by each robots, without considering odometric uncertainty; (d)–(f) estimated trajectories with considering odometric uncertainty. (a) By the red robot, (b) by the green robot, (c)
by the blue robot, (d) by the red robot, (e) by the green robot, and (f) by the blue robot.
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Figure 22 Data sets (a) D5 and (b) D6 with trajectories aligned in a common reference frame on top of satellite imagery.
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15

were performed. D4 involved three robots navigating from
different starting points around a large indoor loop. In D5,
two robots began in different buildings and then switched
buildings (involving indoor-outdoor transitions) without
directly observing one another. D6 was performed with three
robots that also never directly observed one another in an outdoor hedge maze. Table 5 contains information on the three
large-scale data sets.
Figure 1(b) displays the trajectories of robots from data
set D4 after a common reference frame is computed. Individual robot trajectories in areas of the map that were not
jointly explored by multiple robots contain drift, whereas
portions of the trajectories near the central loop do not contain as much drift due to loop closures from multirobot correspondences.
Figure 22 shows the trajectories taken by robots from data
sets D5 and D6. Figure 22(a) is captured from the reference
frame of the red robot in D5. Robot starting points are
marked by crosses in the figure, and the points when robots
settle on a transformation hypothesis are marked by circles.
Since the two robots never directly observed one another,
transformations were established after each robot found correspondences between its own sensor observations and past
sensor observations from other robots. Figure 22(b) shows
results from the outdoor data set D6, from the perspective of
the blue robot. In contrast to other environments, this environment did not contain regular line and corner structures.

Timing Results
Figure 23 shows a breakdown of processing time by algorithmic component on one robot from a three-robot data set

(D2). Pose-graph optimization [45], ICP matching, and EM
optimization (“Pose-graph optimization,” “Correspondence
generation,” and “EM” in Table 3, respectively) require a majority of the processing load. Hypothesis selection is efficient
and only requires computation leading up to establishment
of a common reference frame. Once the common reference
frames are built, pose-graph optimization consumes the majority of the processing time. Since the cumulative time cost
of the approach remains below 40 ms at all times, the implementation could be run at up to 25 Hz; 20 Hz is chosen so
that the system can run in real time.

Limitations and Future Work
While the described approach is capable of correctly inferring common reference frames and multirobot data association in various challenging scenarios, correctly identifying
multirobot inlier correspondences becomes increasingly
challenging as the robot poses develop significant drift over
time. Incorporating robot pose uncertainty within the EM
framework allows for identification of inlier multirobot correspondences, even in these challenging cases. However,
the downside of this approach is that modifying the inlier
covariance R inlier could, theoretically, also result in identifying outlier correspondences as inliers, if the error in (11) in
these correspondences is described well by the modified
inlier covariance. This phenomenon has not been observed
in any of the experiments performed. Nevertheless, this aspect deserves further investigation and is therefore a subject
of future research.
Although the described approach is aimed at solving
the multirobot SLAM problem in the presence of severe
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Figure 23 An algorithmic breakdown of processing times for data set D2. The two red lines mark the time stamps during which the
robot establishes a common reference frame with another robot.
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The underlying assumption in the presented approach is that robots
operate in closed and finite environments and will eventually
mutually observe a scene.
outliers while the feature-based approach generates few.
The preliminary results of this feature-based method show
that the approach could be in extended to larger and more
complex environments.
The underlying assumption in the presented approach is
that robots operate in closed and finite environments and
will eventually mutually observe a scene (not necessarily at
the same time). If the robots do not cross paths and in presence of perceptual aliasing, there will be (at least) one cluster
that corresponds to consistent outliers that will compete
with the null hypothesis, similar to the situation in Figure 15,
although later on the robots do observe mutual scenes. If the
robots never cross paths, the algorithm could break (an incorrect hypothesis will be chosen); however, typically, such
cases violate the mentioned underlying assumption.
Finally, there remains significant flexibility in the choice
of sensors and localization strategy run by each robot.
Cameras and depth sensors are likely to provide richer correspondence estimates. In addition, a more robust localization strategy would diminish the drift caused by ICP
odometry. Modifying sensors and localization strategies
could extend the applications of the formulation.
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measurement aliasing, a higher-quality correspondence
detection technique would enable more robust operation in
challenging environments. The results were obtained using
scan-by-scan ICP matching to generate correspondences.
ICP frequently provides poor transformation estimates
between laser scans due to local minima in the ICP optimization as well as sensor noise. Because of these failures,
many correspondences generated by ICP are outliers. High
outlier counts make it difficult to distinguish inliers and
select hypotheses as the map size grows large. Although
this article primarily focuses on the optimization (“back
end”) portion of the SLAM problem, any improvement to
the correspondence generation strategy can improve the
accuracy of the calculated relative transformations.
To handle the inaccuracies of ICP correspondences, a
feature-based, correspondence-generation strategy that
uses RANSAC [31] to match laser scan FLIRT feature descriptors [48] generated from the local and remote scans
was described. A comparison between the two correspondence generation strategies is shown in Figure 24. More
details of this feature-based approach is described in previous work [16]. The ICP strategy generates a high ratio of
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Figure 24 Correspondences generated using (a) an iterative closest point (ICP) and (b) the feature-based approach. The gray lines
signify outliers, and black lines signify inliers. The feature-based strategy generates far fewer outlier correspondences.
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The preliminary results of this feature-based method show
that the approach could be extended to larger and
more complex environments.
Conclusions
This article presented an approach for distributed and incremental localization and mapping by a group of collaborating robots that are initially unaware of each other’s
poses without assuming multirobot data association to be
given. Under the assumption that the robots share informative observations with one another, an EM approach
was developed to concurrently infer initial relative poses
and multirobot data association. This approach is carried
out by each robot in the group, starting from promising
initial guesses and converging to several locally optimal
solutions (referred to as hypotheses). Choosing the correct
hypothesis is challenging in the incremental setting because of measurement aliasing and because there may be
insufficient data to make this decision reliably. These challenges were addressed by developing a model-based selection approach that provides a probabilistically sound
mechanism for choosing the most probable hypothesis,
while modeling hypotheses prior using the CRP. Once a
common reference frame between the robots is established, it becomes possible for each robot to perform a joint
inference over its own and other robots’ poses. Operation
in the presence of significant drift in robot pose estimates,
which is typical when operating in large-scale environments, was also considered. A modification of the approach was suggested to enable the identification of
multirobot inlier correspondences even in these challenging cases. The method was evaluated in multirobot realworld indoor and outdoor experiments, which exhibited
accurate estimation of common reference frames and correctly determined multirobot data association.
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